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Sonor martini aq2

Home Category BestSelling Best Selling List of Thomann Online Store Top 50 New Hot Product Deals Negotiated Information on Thomann Service &amp; Contact Vouchers &amp; Presents Even More Thomann Your Feedback US · $ A quality drum kit like the Sonor AQ2 will always be loaded with excellent features. Here are the key
things about this set: a 14 x 13 bass drum: compact, easy to carry, but also with a really powerful punch.8 Tom's Rack and 13 Floor Tom: These two offer plenty of projection for live performance.12 Snare: This will give you everything you need. SmartMount System: This unobtrusive system helps with the projection and makes the drum
kit really sing. CTH 4000 Combination of Cymbal and Tom Holder: This helps keep the kit nice and compact. Tipping footer with tilting heel: This step offers smooth movement and is also a decent weight. Maple shells: The fixed shells are made from a mixture of Chinese and Canadian maple. They are robust, and they also increase your
tone. White Pearl Surface: It makes the drum kit not only sound good, but look good too. Chrome Hardware: Another high quality material that ensures that the drum kit will continue to work well for a long time. Pros+ This is a compact and portable drum kit that doesn't take up much space wherever you want to play or store it.+ Maple
shells mean it offers a wide range of tones that can be as full as you like.+ This is a versatile and flexible drum kit that's not suitable for just one drumming style. Cons- Does not offer many finges, but on the other hand, the simplicity of this drum kit is one of its strengths.- The direct thrust of the chain can not be adjusted. Although, it's not a
problem if the voltage is right. Who is he suitable for? The Sonor AQ2 Martini is aimed at intermediate drummers, but budding drummers who want to spend a little more on an excellent drum kit might also like it. The biggest advantage of the Sonor AQ2 Martini is its portability, so it will also be suitable for any drummer looking for a
compact drum kit to be held at concerts. The fact that it doesn't take up a great size will make it a space-saving kit for drummers who don't have much room to store a drum kit but still want something high-quality to play on. Why We Like ItThe Sonor AQ2 Martini was made by one of the world's most respected drum kit manufacturers. The
quality that Sonor is known for is evident with this drum kit. It is made of high quality materials such as maple shells and chrome hardware. It's compact and lightweight, so it's easy to transport. The most important thing about any drum kit is how it sounds, and the Sonor AQ2 Martini sounds great. The tone you can get out of it is strong,
balanced and full. It's an excellent drum kit, especially for intermediate players. More Related ProductSonor Drums Perfect Balance Pedal Great Sound amazing bass drum riser riser perfect work One of the smallest travel friendly focused and musical kits for maple shells Ideal for jazz trios Dry and crunchy steel ambush Authoritative tom
sound Round and resonant bass drum SmartMount tom maximizes retention and resonance Significantly Sonor and durable die-cast pods Comes in five colors CONS: Cymbals are not included and hardware pedal pedal are not included Bass drum may not work for everyone You plan to get a drum kit with excellent features and the one
that you can easily transport, for rehearsals or concerts? Sonor martini may be the perfect choice for you. AQ2 is ideal for middle-level percussians. The Martini is the smallest bass drum available in the AQ2 set. The Sonor AQ2 Martini is touted to offer setup flexibility, portability, kick-ass sound, and a wide selection of finishes. The drums
of this all-maple system share finishes and fittings that allow versatility to blend in with the complete AQ2 range. So you can extend this kit with add-on drums to curate your settings. Sounds too good to be true, doesn't it? We have reviewed this product to see if these claims are valid. Here's what we found. Just by looking at this set
(before mounting) you may wonder if it is suitable for adults. But once you assemble it and try your hand at this set, you will realize how amazing this set is. It is ideal for adults. Let's understand more about it. The four-piece Four-Piece Shell Package Sonor AQ2 Martini Maple is built on the foundations of the AQ1 sonor. It offers potential
percussists like you the opportunity to curate personalized settings with high-quality maple shells. This allows you to choose from a variety of different finishes and sizes. This highly versatile all-maple drum system features 7-layer Asian and Canadian maple shells (3 layers of Asian maple and four layers of Canadian maple). Maple is
durable and enhances the sound you get from the set. The drum system runs on the inconspicuous SmartMount, which is a specialized Sonor design for the AQ series. In addition, the 45° bearing edge reduces the contact between the drum and the head. All these features bring versatile and modern sound to the shells. Its compact size
is ideal for travel, small spaces, Latin music or light duties. We appreciate how Sonor has run an extra mile by pairing these shell packages with the 12 x 5 Steel Snare Drum. Jazzy tom combo is an excellent example of sonors dedication for quality engineering and design. In addition, the beautiful surface enhances the look of this
minimalist shell. Studies have shown that audiences will judge artists on stage about how they and their instruments look. Sonor drums are the perfect combination of excellent sound quality with a stylish look. Sonor Martini will enhance the look and we believe you can get many compliments too for your kit. In addition, more fabulous kit
motivates you to even more so. back to the menu ↑ As you may have ed, Sonor is the company behind this kit. Based in Germany and founded in 1875, Sonor is one of the oldest and leading brands in y musical instruments. This brand is popular among various famous drummers such as Samantha Maloney, Christoph Schneider, Phil
Rudd. Sonor is also commonly known as Rolls of Drums due to its quality materials. Sonor AQ2 Martini is one of the best products in its arsenal. Some other drum kits include: 5-piece Shell Set Studio 5-piece Shell Set Stage 4-piece Shell Set Safari 4-piece Shell Set Bop stuff included in Sonor Martini Kit 14 x 13 bass drum with maple
hoops 1 3 x 10 floor tom 8 x 7 mounted tom 12 x 5 steel ambush bass drum mount floor tom feet pack of remo head bass drum risers ball and socket tom holder Sonor tunesafe back to the menu ↑ Let's start with the floor tom. His roar is on par with the larger floor toms. The steel trap is also good. This is a unique feature, unlike other
compact sets that are made of wood. Steel adds more projection and punch. In addition, 12 is an unusual size, since most of them are 14. It's a great change while saving space. Here you can listen to a live preview. back to the menu ↑ 6 x 28.4 x 25 inches Weight 53 pounds 14×13 bass drum 13×12 floor tom 8×7 tom 12×× <2> <5>5
Steel Snare SmartMount Insulation System 7-Layer All-Maple Shell Tom/Reagent Holder Newly Designed Cast Lug Bass Drum Lift Comes in five colors: aqua silver blast, brown fade, titanium quartz, transparent stain black and white pearl. In limited places it is also available in two other colors, a red galaxy sparkle, and a turquoe galaxy
sparkle. Let's take a quick look at the features as we mentioned before this bite-sized kit is perfect for dancing, jazz and travel kit (tons of fun to play!). The 14 kick is perfectly resonant and round and the toms are responsive and tight. The steel ambush is of the same quality and is crispy! All of these features go back to nearly 140 years of
Building Sonor shells and the 7-layer Maple Martini construction. The smartmount system is built to prevent contact with metal on the shell or drilling and provides higher resonance. Other features include: Drum: Kick drum does not get in the way of bass. With a head, it's resonant and full. 7-layer maple shell: The all-maple shell gives this
set a sophisticated look and focused tone. Maple shells allow the kit to do everything from bebop to hip-hop. We would like to mention that Sonor has done a great job with finishing, which is the professional look of SmartMount tom mount: This is a suspension with amazing resonance. Die-cat eye: The newly designed die-cast eye arm kit
durability endure through touring and precise tuning. We in awe with the look, and we are sure that Sonor fans will feel the same way. Tilting footer with tilting heel: It has a decent weight and offers smooth movement Chrome Hardware: High quality hardware that ensures that your kit lasts longer, the drum kit will continue to work well for a
long time. Great sound Looks amazing Bass drum riser does the perfect job One of travel friendly focused and musical sets for maple shells Ideal for jazz trio Dry and crunchy steel snare Authoritative tom sound Round and resonant bass drum SmartMount this maximizes the retention and resonance of Distinctly Sonor and durable die-
cast lugs Coming in five colors AQ2 was designed from the ground up by an expert team of designers in Sonor, Germany. Borrowing from the legacy of almost 150 years of drum production, the goal was to deliver Sonor quality and attractive prices. This is not an easy feat when you consider the standards in which Sonor operates. The
AQ2 has new insulating smart mounts that look great and work well. Placing toms side by side is simple, and head changes are a breeze. In DCP, we are increasingly tired of bulbous hanging brackets, no matter how they work, because the location has become such a burden. It's not a problem with the new Smart Mount. Tom's arms
allow the arms to go up and down, side to side, and now, like the 600 series of hardware, it goes back and forth. Then there's the shells. It's a 7-layer Maple layup with sharp edges. The lacquered surfaces are deep and shiny, and of course the classic White Marine Pearl wrap is suitable for a classic look. What I really like about AQ2 is the
available add-ons. This is usually quite limited in this price range. Not in the case of AQ2. If you want to have a Martini set up but add a separate bass drum, this can be done. From 14 inches to 22 inch maple bass drums, you can be prepared for any playing situation. Extra toms and lures allow you to create your own own Sonor shell
bank of high performance drums at great prices. What's in the box: 14x13 BD, 8x7 Tom, 13x12 FT, 12x5 Steel Snare, Tom/Cymbal Holder, Bass Drum Lift in white sea pearl finish. Other stands and reagents are sold separately. Separately.
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